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Abstract. The recent developments in automated image processing for 3D
reconstruction purposes have led to the diffusion of low-cost and open-source
solutions which can be nowadays used by everyone to produce 3D models. The
level of automation is so high that many solutions are black-boxes with poor
repeatability and low reliability. The article presents an investigation of
automated image orientation packages in order to clarify potentialities and
performances when dealing with large and complex datasets.
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1 Introduction
3D model generation of artifacts, monuments or large environments is becoming a
common practice for applications like documentation, digital restoration,
visualization, inspection, planning, AR/VR, gaming, entertainment, etc. 3D modeling
should be intended as the entire procedure which produces a three-dimensional
product starting from surveyed data (reality-based approach) or other sources of
information. Data can be recorded with digital cameras or active sensors leading to
the well-known image-based [1] or range-based [2] approaches, respectively. The
image-based approach is generally considered a low-cost method (in particular for
terrestrial applications), flexible, portable and capable of reconstructing lost scenarios
simply using archives images [3]. In the recent months different solutions have
become available for the automated processing of images and the derivation of 3D
information and models. The processing mainly includes image orientation and dense
3D reconstruction with an incredible level of automation.
The article investigates the performances and reliability of some low-cost
commercial and open-source packages able to automatically process large blocks of
images and retrieve the unknown camera poses. Different datasets are used comparing
the software outcomes in terms of visual and metric analyses.

1.1 Related works
Multiple image orientation is the most important (fundamental) task in
photogrammetry and computer vision. It often includes the simultaneous camera
calibration procedure leading to the well-known self-calibration method. The
accuracy and the reliability of image orientation and camera calibration significantly
influence the quality of all subsequent processes such as 3D point determination and
3D modelling. Thus orientation and calibration of cameras [4] is a prerequisite for
many applications. These processes are already fully automatic since the early 1990’s
in close-range photogrammetry for laboratory and industrial applications using coded
targets or markers [5]. However, in several other (outdoor) fields such as architecture,
archaeology and Cultural Heritage, coded targets cannot be employed. In these cases,
the tie point identification for the determination of the Exterior Orientation (EO) is
more complex and need to be solved, preferably, using fully automatic image
matching procedures. On the other hand, the precise measurements of control points
for the scaling and geo-referencing of the image block (absolute orientation) is still a
manual (interactive) task.
We have to distinguish between image orientation and camera calibration
procedures in photogrammetry and computer vision. The photogrammetry community
put more emphasis on accuracy and reliability in image orientation and camera
calibration procedures with less prominence on automation as the main applications
lay in the fields of mapping, cartography, documentation and monitoring. On the
other hand the computer vision community focuses more on the automation aspect of
these processes often overlooking the geometric quality of the results as the main
applications are in the fields of robotics and inspection where automated processing is
a mandatory need. Photogrammetry uses a pinhole camera model generally with ten
parameters for the Interior Orientation (IO): principal point (2 parameters), principal
distance (1), radial lens distortion (2-3), tangential distortion (2), affinity (1) and
shearing (1). Computer Vision uses projective geometry and the interiors are limited
to the principal point (2), principal distance (1) and radial lens distortion (1-2)
coefficients. One of the first introductions of the photogrammetric camera model was
presented by Brown [6]. A remarkable paper covering the whole historical
development of camera calibration techniques was given by Clarke & Fryer [7]
including an exhaustive literature survey. An overview of current approaches adopted
for camera calibration in close-range photogrammetry and computer vision discussing
operational aspects for self-calibration is presented in Remondino & Fraser [8] while
in [9] the state-of-the-art of automated camera calibration is given. Camera calibration
must be computed with an ad-hoc image network as a typical set of images for 3D
reconstruction purposes do not allow the correct determination of all the interior
parameters. Nevertheless the computer vision community favorites the field selfcalibration approach leading to the so called Structure from Motion (SfM) method,
which includes the simultaneous determination of (interior and exterior) camera
parameters and 3D scene’s structure. Camera calibration is generally performed by
means of coded targets or checker-boards, in order to achieve higher accuracy in the
tie point identification and camera parameters estimation. A markerless camera
calibration approach has been presented in [10].

On the other hand, automatic markerless orientation of terrestrial images has been
available in the photogrammetric community in the recent years [11-15]. But the
largest developments and innovations came from the Computer Vision community
since the end of the 90’s, with the SfM approach [16-23]. The derived SfM 3D
reconstructions are generally useful mainly for visualization, object-based navigation
or other similar purposes and not for photogrammetric and mapping purposes.
Nowadays, due to these advances as well as computer technology and performance
improvements, huge numbers of images can be automatically oriented in an arbitrarily
defined object coordinate system, using a variety of algorithms which are often
available as open-source software (VisualSFM, Bundler, Apero, Insight3D, etc.) or as
free web service (Microsoft Photosynth, Autodesk 123D Catch Beta, My3DScanner,
Hypr3D, Arc3D, etc.). Different packages, after the determination of the camera
parameters, provide also a 3D reconstruction method able to deliver dense point
clouds or polygonal models as PMVS2 [24] and MicMac [25]. This level of
automation in the 3D reconstruction pipeline from images has also led to
collaborative mapping and modeling communities and projects like PhotoCity [26] or
the Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [27]. On one hand automation and
web-based processing helps to save human resources in data processing, but on the
other hand there is no guarantee on aspects such as data privacy and 3D model
quality. On the commercial side, packages like PhotoModeler Scanner and Agisoft
PhotoScan have recently appeared on the market, providing automatic image
orientation, camera calibration and 3D reconstruction of objects from image
sequences. However, an evaluation of precision, reliability and repeatability of such
automatic procedures is missing and it would be quite useful for non-experts facing
the image-based 3D reconstruction approach.

2 Image triangulation
In photogrammetry the term image triangulation generally means the procedure to
orient a set of images in order to derive the exterior (and eventually interior)
parameters. The procedure requires a reliable set of image correspondences (tie
points), manually or automatically extracted, which are the main input for a
successive non-linear least squares minimization named bundle adjustment.
The main problems precluding the existence of reliable commercial approaches are
the presence of convergent images, unpredictable baselines and scale variations,
lighting changes, homogeneous textured areas, repetitive patterns, complex object
configurations, etc. These effects give strong perspective deformations and make the
automated tie point identification a challenging task.
2.1 Image correspondences identification
The identification of the image correspondences (Fig. 1) starts with the extraction
of points or regions of interest using dedicated area-based or feature-based
algorithms. Nowadays SIFT [28] and SURF [29] algorithms provide highly
distinctive features invariant to image scaling and rotations with an associate
descriptor (64- or 128-dimensional vector) to each extracted image feature.
Corresponding points are then found by comparing the descriptors with an exhaustive

analysis of all possible image combinations. Rigorous but slow procedures (e.g.
quadratic matching) or fast but approximate methods (e.g. kd-tree search) can be
used. In order to remove possible outliers, robust estimators (RANSAC, MAPSAC,
LMedS, etc.) are employed to validate the epipolar constraint encapsulated into the
fundamental matrix F or the essential matrix E (if interior orientation parameters are
known) or the trifocal tensor T (in case of image triplets). Once corresponding points
for each image pair (or triplet) are available, they are organized into tracks and the
comparison of the numerical values (pixel) of all image points gives the set of image
correspondences for the entire block or sequence.
feature extraction: SIFT-like, SURF, etc.
quadratic matching or kd-tree
descriptor comparison and pairwise correspondences extraction

robust outlier rejection: E/F matrix or T tensor with RANSAC,
son
MAPSAC or LMedS method
concatenation of all image combinations and extraction of
image correspondences for the entire image block

bundle adjustment
Fig. 1. Typical workflow for the automated extraction of image correspondences.

2.2 Bundle adjustment
Once the image correspondences are extracted, their 3D (object) coordinates are
computed by means of a bundle adjustment method. The bundle adjustment method
was conceived in the photogrammetric community in the 50’s [30] and become the
standard solution for 3D reconstruction problems in the 80’s. During recent years it
has increasingly been used also in the computer vision community [31-33]. A bundle
adjustment is an optimization problem on the sought 3D structure and camera
parameters (positions, orientations and eventually the internals) in order to estimate a
3D reconstruction which is optimal under certain assumptions: if the error in the
image measurements is zero-mean Gaussian, then the bundle adjustment is the
maximum likelihood estimator. The optimal estimation is found by minimizing a cost
function which quantifies the model fitting error and simultaneously estimate the
extracted 2D features in 3D and the camera parameters. Generally a bundle
adjustment is formulated as a non-linear least squares problem with the cost function
being quadratic in the feature reprojection error (i.e. the sum of the squared
differences between the measured and back-projected image points). The numerical
solution to the problem of function minimization is generally sough with methods like
Levenberg-Marquardt, Gauss-Newton or Gauss-Markov.

In the bundle adjustment a reference coordinate system must be defined leading to
the datum (or gauge) definition problem. The datum definition problem is also called
Zero-Order-Design problem [34]. A datum must be defined imposing some
constraints that establish the origin, orientation and scale of the reference coordinate
system. So the datum is generally given by fixing the seven parameters of a spatial
similarity transformation. The datum is generally achieved with inner, minimal or
over-constraints solutions:
- inner constraints: the solution (also called free-network adjustment) is always
chosen where the trace of the covariance matrix of the estimated parameters is a
minimum. The geometric interpretation of the minimum trace is that there should not
be any translation, rotation or scaling changes from the given approximate values of
the unknown parameters, thus requiring very good initial values for the non-linear
least squares problem. One of the advantages of a free-network adjustment is the fact
that it can better identify the existence of certain un-modeled systematic error in the
system, as the solution is not influenced by external factors. The free-network
adjustment does not ensure the derivation of correct metric results so requiring a aposteriori scaling or similarity transformation.
- minimal constraints: the constraints are said to be minimal if they do not
introduce external information into the estimated parameters of the bundle
adjustment. This is the typical datum definition with three Ground Control Points
(GCPs) providing at least seven information, e.g. two points with X, Y, Z coordinates
and one point with only the Z coordinate.
- over constraints: if more than the seven necessary information is introduced in
the adjustment, the sum of the squared residuals is invariably larger and there might
be distortions into the estimated parameters (3D structure and camera parameters).
So there are basically two main approaches to proceed when solving a bundle
adjustment:
1. import at least three spatially well-distributed GCPs, treating them as weighted
observations inside the least squares minimization. This approach is the most rigorous
as (i) it minimizes the possible image block deformations and possible systematic
errors, (ii) it avoids instability of the bundle solution (convergence to a wrong
solution) and (iii) it helps in the determination of the correct 3D shape of the surveyed
scene assuming no errors in the GCPs.
2. use a free-network approach and apply only at the end a similarity
transformation in order to bring the image network results into a desired coordinate
system. This approach is not rigorous: the solution is sought minimizing the trace of
the covariance matrix, introducing the necessary datum with some initial
approximations. As no external constraint is introduced, if the bundle solution cannot
determine the right 3D shape of the surveyed scene, the successive similarity
transformation would not improve the result, leading thus to some block
deformations.
The two approaches, in theory, are not equivalent and they can lead to totally
different results. Indeed in the first approach, the quality of the bundle is only
influenced by the redundant control information and additional check points can be
used to derive some statistics of the adjustment. On the other hand, the second
approach has no external shape constraint in the adjustment thus the solution is only
based on (i) the integrity and quality of the multi-ray relative orientation and (ii)

initial approximations of the unknown parameters. Therefore the fundamental
requirement is to have a good image network in order to achieve correct results in
terms of computed camera parameters and scene’s 3D shape otherwise the aposteriori similarity transformation cannot compensate for any geometrical shape
deformation.

3 Datasets and employed packages
The used image sequences (Table 1 and Fig. 2) feature some real scenarios typical
of surveying campaigns as well as two lab-sequences for quality and accuracy
analyses. Different image resolution and digital cameras are employed with ground
truth data represented by calibrated bars, Ground Control Points (GCPs), calibrated
interior parameters and known shapes. Repetitive pattern (“Cerere”) and texturless
scenes (“Railway”) are also present.
Dataset name

# img

resolution
(pixel)

focal
(mm)

image
type

dim. L x
WxH
(m)

CUBE

24

6048x4032

50

terr.

0.1 x 0.1 x
0.1

SPHERE

67

3008x2000

35

terr.

0.2

LIGHTHOUSE

119

3008x2000,
4256x2832

18, 85

terr.+
UAV

14x14x40

GCPs

CERERE

212

6048x4032

35, 50

terr.

15 x 30 x
10

-

RAILWAY

147

4256x2832,
4288x2848

20, 28

terr.

15x15x10

GCPs

NAVONA

92

4000x3000

6

terr.

50 x 250 x
15

calib. camera

ground truth
calib. bar,
calib. camera,
known shapes
calib. bar,
known shapes

Table 1. Main characteristics of the employed datasets for the evaluation of the automated
image orientation packages.

The automated image orientation packages used for the reported investigation are:
- Agisoft Photoscan: developed by Agisoft LLC, it is a low-cost commercial
software which allows to orient and match large dataset of images. Due to
commercial reasons, few information about the used algorithms is available.
- Apero: developed by the Matis laboratory of the French I.G.N (Institut
Géographique National), it is an open-source software that joins a computer vision
approach to provide an initial solution and a rigorous photogrammetric approach to
achieve an optimum solutions with a classical Gauss-Newton bundle adjustment [14].
This software uses a modified SIFT++ feature extractor [35] and allows to choose
between several camera model (Brown’s, fisheye, etc.). Apero is generally coupled
with MicMac, an open-source dense image matching package [25].
- Bundler: developed by the University of Washington & Microsoft, it was created
with the aim of reconstructing 3D scene using a huge number of images downloaded

from Internet with unknown internal parameters [36]. The software uses a typical SfM
approach, with RANSAC to estimate the F matrix from the extracted SIFT features
and reject possible outlier for every couple of images. Afterwards a custom
minimization of the reprojection error is performed in order to solve a non-linear least
squares problem and estimate nine camera parameters (three translations, three
rotation, the focal length and two radial distortion parameters) for each image.
- Photosynth: released by Microsoft Live Labs, it is a web-service optimized
version of Bundler. It works like a black-box, simply uploading the images through an
Internet website.
-VisualSfM: developed by the University of Washington & Google Inc., it is a GUI
application of a SfM software optimized to work with multicore architectures and on
the GPU. The author uses their own feature extractor called SiftGPU [37] and the
Multicore Bundle Adjustment [38] which combines the classical LevenbergMarquardt algorithm with the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients algorithm [23].
The adjustment solves a non-linear least square problem to estimate eight camera
parameters (three translations, three rotations, the focal length and one radial
distortion parameter) for each image.

CUBE

CERERE

SPHERE

RAILWAY
Fig. 2. An image for each of the employed datasets.

LIGHTHOUSE

NAVONA

4 Results, comparisons and analyses
4.1 Visual analysis of the orientation results
A quick but often acceptable analysis of the adjustment results is a visual
inspection of the retrieve camera poses and 3D object coordinates. For the “Cerere”
and “Navona” sequences (Fig. 3 and 4), the visual analysis of the adjustment’s output
reveals some problems for the SfM tools in case of long and complex sequences. The
failure and divergence of the bundle adjustment can be due to different reasons like (i)
estimation of a set of interior parameters for each image, (ii) sequential bundle

estimation and not global adjustment, (iii) wrong initialization, (iv) uncontrolled error
propagation, etc.
NAVONA
AGISOFT:
Oriented images: 92/92
# 3D tie points: 193451

PHOTOSYNTH:
Oriented images: 92/92
# 3D tie points: 71068

BUNDLER:
Oriented images: 92/92
# 3D tie points: 73020
APERO:
Oriented images: 92/92
# 3D tie points: 334908
VISUALSFM:
Oriented images: 56/92
# 3D tie points: 21334
Fig. 3. Visual analysis of the achieved orientation results for the Navona sequence (92
images, 12 Mpx, 6 mm nominal focal length): the correct closure of the image block vs the
divergence and failure of the bundle solution.

4.2 Comparison of the calibrated interior orientation parameters
The “Cube” and “Navona” datasets feature calibrated interior orientation
parameters, derived with an ad-hoc image network and a photogrammetric bundle
adjustment. The calibrated values have been compared with those derived with the
different packages under evaluation in order to see their performances and reliability
in self-calibration mode. Fig 5 shows the comparison results, for both sequences,
showing the behavior of the focal length and the K1 value of the radial distortion.
SfM tools compute a different set of interior parameters for each image, leading to
very strange oscillation in the parameter’s value. This is quite unusual in
photogrammetry where in case of a unique camera employed for the surveying, a
unique set of interior parameters should be recovered by the bundle. This instability is
more peculiar in particular for the “Cube” sequence which features an image network
suitable for self-calibration (Fig.5, top). Moreover, the fact that a set of interior is
determined for each image might lead to wrong undistorted images.

AGISOFT

CERERE

# 3D tie points: 926126

Oriented images: 212/212

# 3D tie points: 400528

Oriented images: 212/212

# 3D tie points: 1170618

Oriented images: 212/212

# 3D tie points: 6711547

Oriented images: 199/212

# 3D tie points: 194902

VISUALSFM

APERO

BUNDLER

PHOTOSYNTH

Oriented images: 212/212

Fig. 4. Visual analysis of the achieved orientation results for the Cerere sequence (212
images, 24 Mpx, 35 mm and 50 mm nominal focal length): correct joining of the internal and
external networks vs divergence and failure of the bundle solution.

CUBE

NAVONA

Fig. 5. Comparison between the calibrated interior parameters and those derived with the field
self-calibration. IO instability is clearly visible for SfM tools.

 calib. bar (mm)
RMSE (px)
XYZ (mm)

Reference
0.325
0.021

Agisoft
0.301
2.212
0.143

CUBE
Photosynth
-0.547
7.149
0.611

Bundler
0.220
3.961
0.365

Apero
-0.379
3.440
0.141

VisualSfM
0.258
0.597
0.047

Table 2. The “Cube” sequence - comparison results between the analyzed tools and the
reference orientation procedure.

 calib. bar (mm)
RMSE (px)
XYZ (mm)

Reference
0.0185
0.021

SPHERE
Agisoft
Photosynth
-0.070
-0.547
0.372
7.149
0.031
0.611

Bundler
0.220
3.961
0.365

Apero
-0.127
3.440
0.141

VisualSfM
0.156
0.860
0.071

Table 3. The “Sphere” sequence - comparison results between the analyzed tools and the
reference orientation procedure.

4.3 Quantitative analyses on shapes and distances
The “Cube” and “Sphere” datasets contain (i) calibrated reference bars (78.2 mm
and 577.8 mm), (ii) different coded targets and (iii) objects with known geometrical
shapes. This information is used to metrically evaluate the performances of the
analyzed orientation tools. Both sequences are initially processed with a
photogrammetric software in order to derive a reference coordinate system and
ground truth data (3D coordinates of the targets, corners of the cube, sphere’s ray and
center). Then the results of the different tools are transformed and scaled into the

reference system in order to compute (i) the length’s difference of the reference bar
(), (ii) the reprojection error with respect to the measured image coordinates
(RMSE) and (iii) the standard deviation of the computed object coordinates (XYZ)
(Table 2 and 3). Finally, knowing the shapes of the objects (planar faces for the cube
and spherical shape of the sphere), a deviation analysis was performed to derive the
statistics of the geometric comparison (Table 4 and 5).

Mean (mm)
Std dev (mm)

Agisoft
0.090
0.401

CUBE
Photosynth
Bundler
0.081
0.126
0.557
0.517

Apero
0.117
0.425

VisualSfM
0.115
0.381

Table 4. The “Cube” sequence – deviation analysis results from the ideal shape.

Mean (mm)
Std dev (mm)

Agisoft
-0.054
1.247

SPHERE
Photosynth
Bundler
0.024
0.033
1.110
0.789

Apero
0.022
0.754

VisualSfM
0.004
0.485

Table 5. The “Sphere” sequence – deviation analysis results. The mean represents the
average distance between the 3D tie points and the ideal sphere. The standard deviation
represents the dispersion of the recovered 3D tie points.

4.4 Quantitative analyses on Ground Control Points (GCPs)
The “Railway” and “Lighthouse” datasets feature a network of Ground Control
Points (GCPs) which were used to validate the accuracy of the bundle adjustment and
derived 3D point clouds. For each dataset, the same GCPs (4) were used to apply a
similarity transformation in order to roto-translate each project into the GCPs
reference system. Then the remaining GCPs (ca 20) were used as Check Points (CPs)
to calculate the RMSEs with respect to the computed object coordinates. Table 6 and
Fig.6 shows the means and standard deviations of the GCP RMSEs as well as the
computed camera poses, respectively.

Oriented images
# 3D tie points
Mean (m)
Std dev (m)

Agisoft
147/147
157307
1.101
0.573

RAILWAY
Photosynth
Bundler
146/147
138/147
33119
54177
0.083
5.671
0.066
3.648

Apero
147/147
552480
0.013
0.006

VisualSfM
144/147
22539
0.102
0.101

Table 6. The “Railway” sequence - comparison results, in terms of mean and standard
deviation, for the GCPs.

5 Conclusions
The article presented a critical insight and a metric evaluation of automated image
orientation packages. Different datasets have been used featuring large and complex
scenes with known shapes, precise GCPs, calibrated cameras and reference bars. The
results demonstrate that, in case of complex and long sequences, SfM methods suffer

of reliability and repeatability. From a photogrammetric point of view, the fact that
SfM tools determine a set of interior parameters for each image is not common and
can be the main source of uncertainty in the bundle solution.

VISUALSFM

APERO

BUNDLER

PHOTOSYNTH

AGISOFT

LIGHTHOUSE
Orientation results:
Oriented images:
118/118
# 3D tie points:
3374993
GCPs analyses:
Mean (m)
0.06
Std dev (m)
0.035
Orientation results:
Oriented images:
107/118
# 3D tie points:
86746
GCPs analyses:
Mean (m)
0.086
Std dev (m)
0.055
Orientation results:
Oriented images:
88/118
# 3D tie points:
881340
GCPs analyses:
Mean (m)
0.168
Std dev (m)
0.128
Orientation results:
Oriented images:
118/118
# 3D tie points:
5742688
GCPs analyses:
Mean (m)
0.056
Std dev (m)
0.020

Orientation results:
Oriented images:
66/118
# 3D tie points:
30703
GCPs analyses:
Mean (m)
0.050
Std dev (m)
0.031
Fig. 6. Derived camera poses and GCPs statistics for the Lighthouse sequence.

But, checking the performances in terms of computed object coordinates, despite
the unusual oscillations (Fig. 5), the results are often positively surprising (e.g. Table
6). Most probably the incorrect interior parameters’ estimation is compensated by the
exterior orientation. Further investigations on the recovered camera poses are
necessary. In case of robust image network, all the packages deliver similar results in
terms of theoretical precisions of the computed object coordinates (RMSEs) and
recovered interior parameters. But the availability of a robust network is not a
common practice on the field, therefore great attention must be paid when using such
black-boxes or “one-button” tools. Nevertheless all these packages, in particular those
based on the SfM approach, recover camera poses and 3D scene’s structure up to a
scale factor. Thus the successive similarity transformation generally applied to derive
metric results can achieve correct results only if the image block features a good
image network otherwise possible geometrical shape deformation cannot be
compensated.
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